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Dear Subscribers,
We are coming to you quite a bit earlier than usual with a reminder of this
afternoon’s (13:00 EDT; 12:00 CDT; 17:00 GMT) major FOMC decision,
projections revisions and press conference, and that we do not have
anything new to say prior to that.
This does not mean there is nothing going on. Yet even the volume of
economic data releases remains subdued prior to the next two days’ end of
month deluge. Yet it is interesting that even the Brexit beleaguered UK saw
improved CBI Sales statistics this morning.
And we also remain resolutely friendly to US EQUITIES after the recent
selloff unless something more dramatic comes along than recent stressors.
Those include the anticipation of today’s FOMC rate hike, even though it
will still leave US rates low enough to not bother a strong-growth economy.
There were also specious fears anti-Trump forces ramped up on a potential
‘constitutional crisis’ due to the possibility (however remote) that Deputy
Attorney General Rod Rosenstein is about to be dismissed (based on a New
York Times story.) That will be resolved after he and Trump meet
Thursday (see Tuesday morning’s emailed note for more.)
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As we have noted throughout the renewed bullish phase since February
(also the psychology previous) and specifically shared in our August 16th
emailed note, the US EQUITIES surge was…
“No surprise, and this is not rocket science. FORMULA: Take US
EQUITIES market with strong fundamentals; add stressor (ala Turkish lira
debacle and emerging markets weakness) and watch them fall to lower
significant support; remove stressor and watch US EQUITIES surge back
up to next higher significant congestion.”
And the current US EQUITIES selloff did no worse than very temporarily
retest the 2,918.75 previous (front month future) all-time high Monday
morning. That was during the worst phase of Rosenstein rumors that have
mostly dissipated. If that and other stressors like the current impact of the
tough US global trade stance, Thursday’s Judge Kavanaugh hearings and
any fears over weakening economic data continue to recede, look for the US
EQUITIES to push higher once again.
And their recent gains based on a more upbeat view of global growth have
been reinforced by various factors. That is both from the very constructive
OECD Interim Economic Outlook (http://bit.ly/2xQTogU) from last
Thursday (see previous emailed notes for more), and the other asset classes
activity. GOVVIES remain under pressure while the US Dollar has lost its
previous disruptive phase ‘haven’ bid against other developed economy
currencies… even the British pound.
Please see Tuesday’s emailed note Market Quick Take and last Friday’s
Extended Market Take (including all markets we assess) for any additional
current trend considerations.
The Rohr-Blog Research Team
info@rohr-blog.com
This review of market opinions and all other information is strictly for
educational purposes. This information is provided without consideration
of portfolio requirements, suitability for financial risk, or psychological
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state of any recipient. Any use of this information to implement actual
trades or investments is the sole responsibility of the individual or entity
authorizing that decision. This waives your right to any claim of explicit or
incidental liability for financial loss or forgone profit against Rohr
International, Inc. and any informational contributors under all
circumstances. Information contained herein may have already been
disseminated to others who may have acted upon it. Implicit in the Rohr
services is the understanding that principals or employees of Rohr may
have already taken positions. By review of Rohr alerts and/or Rohr views
and all attendant information you confirm receipt of them as educational
content, as well as agreement with all of the stipulations articulated above.
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